The compact curves of an intermediate Kato surface S form a basis of H 2 (S, Q). We present a way to compute the associated rational coefficients of the first Chern class c 1 (S). We get in particular a simple geometric obstruction for c 1 (S) to be an integral class, or equivalently index(S) = 1. We also find an expression for the exponents of the contracting germ of S in terms of self-intersection numbers of the compact curves.
Introduction
A Kato surface is a minimal compact complex surface S with positive second Betti number b 2 (S) > 0 containing a global spherical shell i.e. there is an open subset V biholomorphic to a neighborhood U of S 3 ⊂ C 2 with the property that S \ V is connected. It was shown by Kato [Ka77] that π 1 (S) ∼ = Z and that S is diffeomorphic to a Hopf surface blown up at b 2 (S) points. In particular S admits no Kähler metric and also no holomorphic pluricanonical sections -i.e. Kod(S) = −∞ so that S ∈ VII + 0 in Kodaira classification. Furthermore, Kato surfaces are the only known examples in this class and a strong conjecture of Nakamura [Na89, 5.5 ] asserts that every S ∈ VII + 0 should be a Kato surface. Recently, Teleman has developed instanton methods to produce curves on class-VII + 0 surfaces: it is proven in [Te10] [Te13] that every S ∈ VII + 0 with b 2 ≤ 2 has a cycle of rational curves and is therefore diffeomorphic to a Kato surface, by [Na89, 8.5 ]; and it is actually a Kato surface when b 1 = 1.
As it turns out, Kato surfaces always admit exactly b := b 2 (S) rational curves D 1 , ..., D b some of which form a cycle C. In the present work we will only consider intermediate Kato surfaces, meaning that there is at least one component D i which is not contained in a cycle. In this situation it is known that the maximal curve D = which is known to satisfy the inequalities 2b ≤ σ(S) ≤ 3b where the extreme Kato surfaces consist of the Enoki surfaces when σ = 2b and of the Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces when σ = 3b. Both inequalities are strict precisely when S has at least one branch.
We now come to the main topic of this work: apart from Enoki surfaces, the curves D 1 , ..., D b form a basis for H 2 (S, Q) and we can write the first Chern class of S, denoted by −K ∈ H 2 (S, Z) \ {0}, as a linear combination
We are interested in computing the index(S) which by definition is the least (positive) integer m such that −mK is represented by an effective divisor; i.e. md i ∈ N ∪ {0} for all i.
Our main result is to write down explicitly all the rational coefficients d i thus solving the linear system (1) in [DO99, p.1532] in terms of the self-intersection numbers D 2 i . For doing this we make use of the Dloussky sequence DlS -as described in [OT08] and [Dl11] -and of the dual graph of S which describes the configuration of the rational curves D i ⊂ S. The latter was studied by Nakamura who proved the important result that a surface S ∈VII + 0 with b 2 (S) curves has the same dual graph of some Kato surface [Na90] .
We concentrate on the intermediate case because for the other Kato surfaces −K is always reduced, if it can be represented by a divisor. More precisely, Enoki surfaces satisfy σ = 2b and −K is a divisor if and only if there is an elliptic curve, in which case these surfaces are called parabolic Inoue and the anti-canonical divisor is the maximal curve which is a disjoint union of the elliptic curve with the cycle of rational curves. In the other case σ = 3b we have: hyperbolic Inoue surfaces which also have effective and disconnected anti-canonical divisor consisting of two cycles; the other possibility are half Inoue surfaces in which case the first Chern class is represented by the maximal curve C, just one cycle in this case, but however the anti-canonical bundle is not a divisor.
In section 2 we determine some fundamental properties of the multiplicities d i of −K by a careful inspection of the dual graph and repeated use of adjunction formula, starting from the case in which S has only one branch. In section 3 we explicitly compute all d i 's by means of some inductively defined multilinear forms; and in section 4 we extend the result to the general case in which S may have several branches.
In particular, our results yield topological obstructions for the existence of a numerical anticanonical divisor (equivalently index(S) = 1); for example we show that the number of branch components cannot exceed the number of cycle components if the index is 1.
Finally, in section 5, we present some applications. By a result of Apolstolov-GrantcharovGauduchon [AGG99] , index(S) = 1 is a necessary condition for a Kato surface to admit a biHermitian metric and by [DO99] is also a necessary condition for the existence of a holomorphic vector field θ ∈ H 0 (S, Θ S ). It is shown there that the zeroes of θ form a divisor D θ and our method allows to compute this divisor explicitly. We also show how our work is related to recent results of Dloussky who computed in [Dl11] the discriminant of the singularity obtained by contracting the maximal curve of S to a point.
Another important tool for the study of Kato surfaces, also introduced by Dloussky [Dl84] , is a contracting holomorphic germ around the origin of C 2 which gives a link with holomorphic dynamics. Polynomial normal forms φ for this germ were found by Favre [Fa00] and we show how our method gives a way to compute the relevant exponents j, s and k of the polynomial φ. These exponents determine the dimension of the moduli space of logarithmic deformations of S as described in [OT08] and we show in two different ways that it equals the sum of the lengths of the regular sequences in DlS, if S has no vector field.
Kato surfaces with one branch
A Kato surface S with b 2 (S) =: b contains exactly b rational curves which are geometrically obtained as follows: start by blowing up the origin of a ball 0 ∈ B ⊂ C 2 at b infinitely near points in order to obtain a complex surfaceB which will contain b rational curves of negative self-intersection the last of which C b being the only one of self-intersection −1. Then, in order to get a minimal compact surface, one takes the quotient by a biholomorphism ψ which identifies a neighborhood of the origin 0 with a small ball around some p ∈ C b in such a way that p = ψ(0).
Notice that most curves in S will have self-intersection number −2 because a curve C with C 2 = −(k + 2) ≤ −3 can only be obtained by repeatedly blow up a fixed node of previously created exceptional curves and will therefore come along with a chain of −2-curves of length (k − 1). All other curves in S are either obtained in this way or else by blowing up a general point of the previously created exceptional divisor, in particular their self-intersection number is −2. Therefore, if (a 1 , . . . , a b ) denotes the string of opposite self-intersection numbers of the rational curves in S we can separate it into singular sequences s k := ((k + 2)2 . . . 2) of total length k and regular sequences r m := (2 . . . 2) of length m.
This notation was introduced by Dloussky in [Dl84] and the Dloussky sequence of a Kato surface S is a sequence of b = b 2 (S) integers ≥ 2 describing the opposite self-intersection number of the rational curves, following their order of creation, and grouped into singular sequences and regular sequences of maximal length.
We consider in this section a Kato surface S associated to a simple Dloussky sequence as described in [OT08, p.335] 
with k 0 ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1. In other words DlS has at least one singular sequence and exactly one regular sequence; is is equivalent to say that S is of intermediate type with only one branch. The associated dual graph Γ represents the configuration of all curves in S: each node is a rational curve with each edge connecting two nodes whenever the corresponding curves have an intersection point. The (−2)-curves will be indicated by a white node without any further reference to their self-intersection number. Furthermore, there are exactly p curves whose selfintersection number is not greater than −3; we denote them by a black node and a positive integer indicating the opposite self-intersection number. Our first picture illustrates this notation and points out the geometric duality between chains of (−2)-curves of length (k −1) and curves of self-intersection number −(k + 2) in a Kato surface.
Given a Dloussky sequence DlS its dual graph is constructed by connecting an entry with value a to the entry following a − 1 places after it on the right, in cyclic order. When p is even, the black nodes of S are evenly distributed between the branch and the cycle; when p is odd, the black nodes of the cycle are one more than those in the branch. Finally, here is a picture of the dual graph of DlS = [s k 0 s k 1 ...s k (p−1) r m ] in the case p odd and m ≥ 2.
Γ is usually called a directed dual graph, meaning that it is weighted by the self-intersection numbers and that the cycle has a given orientation. The notations are as follows: if D denotes the maximal curve in S we have that D has b = b 2 (S) irreducible components and set
Then S has a unique branch B with b 2 (B) = α and the irreducible components of B are ordered from the tip to the root and excluding it: A 1 , ..., A k 0 , ..., A k 0 +k 2 , ..., A α . Their self-intersection numbers are, respectively: −2, ..., −(k 1 + 2), ..., −(k 3 + 2), ..., −(k p−2 + 2) in the p odd case of the picture. For the unique cycle C of S we have: b 2 (C) = β + m and we ordered the irreducible components cyclically starting from the one of self-intersection number −(k 0 + 2) which we denote by C 0 then going counterclockwise we encounter all other black nodes C k 1 , C k 1 +k 3 , ..., C β with self-intersection numbers −(k 2 + 2), −(k 4 + 2), ..., −(k p−1 + 2) respectively, until we reach the root R := C β+1 ; after that comes a chain of (−2)-curves of length m − 1 and we are back at the black node C 0 , if m ≥ 2. The case m = 1 is special because the root is a black node coinciding with C 0 : R = C β+1 = C 0 .
Also notice that in general,
We are interested in the first Chern class of S which we denote by −K ∈ H 2 (S, Z). Because the irreducible components of D form a basis of H 2 (S, Q) we know a priori that there exist rational coefficients which we call multiplicities a 1 , ..., a α , c 0 , ..., c β , ..., c β+m−1 such that the following equation holds in cohomology 
In other words the multiplicities of a chain of (−2)-curves grow linearly.
Lemma 2.2. (Black lemma.) If D i is a black node with
Remark 2.3. We are interested in measuring the growth of the coefficients of −K and we just observed that the difference d i − d i−1 remains constant at white nodes so that the multiplicity d i is a piecewise linear function of i whose slope changes precisely at every black node. We will use the following notation for these slopes: g 0 := a 2 − a 1 ; g 2 := a k 0 +1 − a k 0 and more generally at the branch black node A k 0 +...+k 2j we set: g 2(j+1) := a k 0 +...+k 2j +1 − a k 0 +...+k 2j and rewrite Black lemma as:
For the cycle black nodes we set: g 1 := c 1 − c 0 and g 2j+1 := c k 1 +...+k 2j+1 +1 − c k 1 +...+k 2j+1 and rewrite Black lemma at the cycle black node C k 1 +...+k 2j+1 = C 0 as
Finally, at the black node C 0 we will show in the proof of next theorem that for all m ≥ 1
△ From now on we denote by R the root C β+1 and use r for its multiplicity c β+1 . As an application of White and Black lemma we have: Proof. We set t := a 1 and prove that all other coefficients can be expressed as a (piecewise linear) function of t. We start by applying adjunction formula to the tip A 1 , assuming for simplicity that A 2 1 = −2, or equivalently k 0 > 1:
1 + a 2 = −2t + 2 + a 2 so that a 2 = 2t and a 2 − a 1 = t. Now we show how these "initial conditions" t := a 1 = a 2 − a 1 uniquely determine all other coefficients. Setting g 0 := a 2 − a 1 we have by White lemma that a i = g 0 · i for i = 1, ..., k 0 . We then apply Black lemma to the black node A k 0 so that g 2 := a k 0 +1 − a k 0 = g 0 + k 1 (a k 0 − 1) which we can explicitly compute from g 0 = t and a k 0 = k 0 t. Then by White lemma a k 0 +i = a k 0 + g 2 · i for all i = 1, ..., k 2 . Proceeding in this way, the White and Black lemmas produce all the multiplicities up to a α and in fact up to the root multiplicity r = c β+1 , as (piecewise) linear functions of t. ✷ A similar, more involved argument, produces all other multiplicities as well. Proof. If we set c 0 = t + 1 and g 1 := c 1 − c 0 = k 0 t − 1, by White lemma we get all multiplicities up to c k 1 as follows: c i = c 0 + g 1 · i for each i = 1, ..., k 1 . We then apply Black lemma at the black node C k 1 and get the slope of the next line on which the multiplicities lie: setting g 3 := c k 1 +1 − c k 1 , by Black lemma we have g 3 = g 1 − k 2 (c k 1 − 1). White lemma then yields c k 1 +i = c k 1 + g 3 i for each i = 1, ..., k 3 . Continuing this way, we get the cycle multiplicities c i for i ≤ β + 1, all the way up to the root; this procedure is exactly the same procedure we applied to the branch, it implies the following important lemma which we will need for finishing the proof and is of independent interest because it shows how the geometric duality between self-intersection numbers of black nodes in the branch and lengths of chains of (−2)-curves in the cycle (and vice versa) is reflected in an arithmetic duality between multiplicities a k 0 , a k 0 +k 2 , ..., a α of black nodes in the branch and slopes g 1 , g 3 , ..., g β on the cycle; and vice versa. 
Using this lemma, which we will prove after finishing the proof of theorem, we can now show the following:
(i) the root multiplicity c β+1 obtained by adjunction applied to the cycle node C β coincides with the multiplicity produced by adjunction applied to the last branch node A α .
(ii) compute the multiplicities of the last chain of (−2)-curves: c β+i , for 2 ≤ i ≤ (m − 1) and m ≥ 2.
(iii) check that adjunction formula holds at the root C β+1 and at the first black node C 0 .
In fact, (i) and (iii) assure us that we have found the unique solution, in terms of t.
Starting from the proof of (i), we distinguish two cases. When p = 2q + 1 is odd we have α = 2q and β = 2q − 1. Because A α is a white node, when we compute the root multiplicity c β+1 = r by adjunction formula at this last branch node we get r = a α + g 2q ; because C β is a black node adjunction applied to the cycle will give r = c β + g 2q+1 . Therefore (i) holds because g 2q+1 = a α − 1 and c β = g 2q + 1 by duality.
In the other case p = 2q is even; α = 2q − 2 and β = 2q − 1. Now, A α is black and r = a α + g 2q from the branch. While C β is white and therefore r = c β + g 2q−1 from the cycle. These two values agree because g 2q−1 = a α − 1 and c β = g 2q + 1 by duality.
This proves (i) and notice that we also have the following useful identity: r = a α + c β − 1, for all p and all m ≥ 1.
In fact, for every p even or odd, r − a α − c β = g 2q − c β = g 2q − c k 1 +···+k 2q−1 which by duality equals −1.
(ii) We now compute the multiplicities in the last chain:
When m ≥ 2, we can compute c β+2 by adjunction to the root R = C β+1 which is a white node: 2 = (−K − R)R = a α + c β + c β+2 − 2(−1 + r) from which we get that c β+2 − r = r − c β − a α = −1.
Therefore we always have the following remarkable identity which does not depend on t
By White lemma, it then follows that for m ≥ 2 and each 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 we have
(iii) Adjunction formula at the root R has been already used several times in our construction and therefore holds automatically. Therefore, it only remains to check adjunction formula at the node C 0 (equivalently, Black lemma holds). We distinguish two cases, suppose first that m ≥ 2 so that C 0 = R meets only two other components; adjunction then reads
Finally, from the initial condition c 0 − 1 = t we get g 1 = 1 − +a k 0 which is identically true.
It remains to see the case m = 1 in which C 0 = R is the root and therefore meets three irreducible components. By adjunction:
; this is also an identity for every t because of the initial conditions g 1 = k 0 t − 1 and c 0 = t + 1. ✷ Proof of Lemma 2.6. With the given initial conditions, Black lemma at
so that both formulas hold for j = 1; and also for j = 0 if we set k −1 = 0. Supposing that they hold at j − 1, we prove them at j: by Black lemma at A k 0 +···+k 2j−2 we have g 2j = g 2j−2 + k 2j−1 (−1 + a k 0 +···+k 2j−2 ) which by induction equals to g 2j−2 + k 2j−1 g 2j−1 = g 2j−2 + c k 1 +k 3 +···+k 2j−1 − c k 1 +k 3 +···+k 2j−3 = −1 + c k 1 +k 3 +···+k 2j−1 again, by induction. Therefore we have proved the first identity.
Black lemma at C k 1 +k 3 +···+k (2j−1) reads:
which by what we just proved and induction equals a k 0 +···+k 2j−2 − 1 + k 2j g 2j = −1 + a k 0 +···+k 2j ✷
The Duality lemma tells us that on a Kato surface with one branch the branch multiplicities determine the cycle multiplicities; coupled with Remark 2.3 it also immediately yields the following useful formula.
Corollary 2.7. On an intermediate Kato surface with one branch the following holds. For all
We also point out the following identity which follows immediately from (7) and duality.
Corollary 2.8. The multiplicity of the root of a Kato surface S with
DlS = [s k 0 s k 1 ...s k p−1 r m ] and m ≥ 1 satisfies, r = g p + g p−1 + 1
Index
In order to conveniently write in closed form all the coefficients of the first Chern class −K of an intermediate Kato surface S, we now introduce some multilinear forms. For simplicity of exposition, we will assume in this section that S has only one branch. It is clear from Duality lemma that we only need to find an expression for the slopes g j 's which, by Corollary 2.7 can be computed inductively. Once we have expressed g j for j ∈ {0, ..., p} we can also compute the root multiplicity by means of Corollary 2.8. This plan suggests the following Definition 3.1. Let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n denote a set of variables and define polynomials f in n variables inductively, by
We also introduce multilinear forms P, inductively defined from f as follows
furthermore, of course: P(X 1 , ..., X n−1 ) = P(X 1 , ..., X n−1 , 0).
In order to make the notation clearer we will now use r(p) for the multiplicity of the root of a simple Dloussky sequence with p black nodes which was previously denoted by r or c β+1 . 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number p of black nodes. Recall from Theorem 2.5 that g 0 = t and g 1 = k 0 t − 1, so that the definition of f 0 and f (X 1 ) is consistent with our initial conditions. Finally, f is defined by induction in such a way that g j will satisfy Corollary 2.7 automatically.
In a similar way we can verify the formula for r(p). The first step of induction holds because from the final part of the proof of Theorem 2.5
From Corollary 2.8 we have r(p) = g p − g p−1 + 1. It then follows from Corollary 2.7 that r(p + 1) − r(p) = g p+1 − g p−1 = k p g p and to complete the proof it is enough to recall the definition of P. ✷ Remark 3.3. Notice that in the above formulas the coefficient of t depends on all the black nodes, while the constant coefficient does not depend on the first black node. △ Now that we know how to express the root multiplicity -and in fact all multiplicities -in terms of the tip multiplicity, we can show how to compute a 1 = t and find the index of S; we start by recalling this important notion. 
In particular, we always have t > 0 and furthermore every multiplicity of −K is a positive integer if and only if t ∈ N. Finally,
Proof. The coefficients of −K that we wrote down satisfy adjunction formula at every node, for every value of t := a 1 . In order to find t we simply remark that the value of the root multiplicity r(p) (or c β+1 ) which was found before -starting from the tip a 1 and going up on the branch; or else starting from the first black node C 0 in the cycle and going counterclockwise -has to coincide with the value which we get starting from C 0 and going clockwise around the cycle until we hit the root C β+1 .
This computation is a lot easier because C 0 , C β+m−1 , ..., C β+1 is a chain of (−2)-curves. During the proof of Theorem 2.5 we have shown the remarkable result that for m ≥ 2
Therefore, the fact that c 0 = t + 1, which holds for all m ≥ 1, together with White lemma immediately give that r(p) = c β+1 = t + m as wanted. Notice that this holds for m = 1 as well -i.e. the root is a black node:
To see the statement about the index of S, just recall that t = a 1 and that, using Proposition 3.2 and Duality lemma, we can write down explicitly all other coefficients of −K as linear forms in the variable t with integer coefficients, which are polynomials in k 0 , ..., k p−1 and m. ✷ When p = 2, it easily turns out that
In this case b 2 (B) = k 0 and b 2 (C) = k 1 + m so that both k 0 and k 1 + 1 divide the number of cycle components if the index is 1. When p = 3 the index of S is the denominator of the rational number
Because for p ≥ 3 the multilinear forms P(k 0 , ...k p−1 ) are irreducible [Dl11] ; it becomes increasingly difficult to draw precise geometrical consequences from Theorem 3.5; in what follows we present a few necessary conditions for an intermediate Kato surface to have index 1, which however are far from being sufficient.
The following result is important for understanding the behavior of the multiplicities of −K when the index is 1. Proof. First of all, t ∈ N implies g j ≥ 0 for all j by Corollary 2.7 because g 0 = t and g 1 = k 0 t − 1 ≥ 0. In particular, g 2j is always strictly positive as well as g 2j+1 for j ≥ 1. Finally, In particular, R 2 = −3 and the branch has a unique irreducible component A; furthermore −K = A + 2C where C denotes the cycle of S and its Dloussky number satisfies σ(S) = 3b 2 (S) − 1.
Proof. This is the case in which the root is a black node or equivalently the last chain of (m − 1) white nodes is empty. By Corollary 3.7 the cycle multiplicities are always nondecreasing and therefore must be constant. It follows that g 2j+1 = 0 for all j ≥ 0, forcing t = k 0 = 1 and k 2 = 0 by Corollary 2.7. The last assertions are easily verified because r = c 0 = t + 1 = 2 by Theorem 2.5 ✷
We also have the following geometric application which in the next section we will show to hold for any intermediate Kato surface. Proof. The statement certainly holds when DlS = [3s k 1 2] because in this case b 2 (B) = 1 = m. We can therefore assume m ≥ 2. Let us recall that a 1 = t, c 0 = t + 1 and that c β+m−1 − c 0 = ... = r − c β+2 = 1. Therefore, the sequence of integers t, c 0 , c β+m−1 , ..., c β+2 , r has m + 1 elements which are increasing -as slow as possible, 1 by 1 -from the value t up to r.
We compare it with another strictly increasing sequence of integers a 1 , a 2 , ..., a α , r: which has length α + 1 = b 2 (B) + 1 and the same end points but grows piecewise linearly with slopes g 2j ≥ 1, according to Corollary 3.7. It follows that b 2 (B) + 1 ≤ m + 1 with equality if and only if g 2j = 1. This can only happen for j = 0 and t = 1 or j = 1 and we get from Corollary 2.7 either k 1 = 0 or g 1 = 0. so that m = 1 and the proof is complete. ✷ Remark 3.10. Let S be a Kato surface with one branch and suppose index(S) = 1. This happens if and only if t is an integer which is automatically positive by Theorem 3.5. We have also shown that all other multiplicities are strictly bigger than t, and therefore ≥ 2, except for the tip a 1 = t (which can possibly be 1) and is always the strictly minimal multiplicity in S. The maximal multiplicity occurs at the root R, while the minimal multiplicity occurs at the first cycle black node C 0 where c 0 = t + 1; both multiplicities are strict extrema in the cycle if and only if k 0 t > 1. For example, a black root is not a strict maximum if the index is 1 and the surface has only one branch.
In particular −K is always represented by a highly non-reduced divisor which is strictly bigger than the maximal curve D, this was already known [Dl06] [DO99] . △
The possible values of the index of a Kato surface with one branch only depend on its black nodes. It will be shown in the following section that the upper bound is the index of the sublattice spanned by the rational curves in H 2 (S, Z), see [Dl11, 3.14]: 
More branches
In order to deal with the general case of an intermediate Kato surface we now change notation. For the simple Dloussky sequence [s k 0 s k 1 ...s k p−1 r m ] we set:
As usual r denotes the multiplicity of the unique root R. Recall what we have computed after setting the tip multiplicity a 1 =: t r = (P + 1)t − Q + m (17)
where c 0 is the multiplicity of the first cycle black node C 0 and notice that the two formulas agree when m = 1 because this is equivalent to C 0 = R. In fact, we know from Duality lemma 2.6 that c 0 = a 1 + 1, and it follows from (8) that c 0 = r − m + 1; we then found the tip multiplicity a 1 = t by solving the equation
Notice that P and Q both depend on p variables. The variables of P are the multiplicities of all black nodes while Q is independent of the first black node and depends on m additively. Now, a general intermediate Kato surface S will have N branches and we write its Dloussky sequence as
where each
is a simple sequence as before and will be called a simple component of DlS.
We can then write down all multiplicities of −K = c 1 (S) by using the same procedure as in the simple case, because adjunction formula is local, in the sense that it only involves the nodes of Γ having a common edge with the given node. Let again t := a 11 be the multiplicity of the first tip, then c 01 = t + 1 will be the multiplicity of the first black node of the cycle and denote by r[1] = (P 1 + 1)t − Q 1 + m 1 the one of the first root R 1 , using obvious notations. Now that we reached the first root the following happens: suppose at first that R 1 is a white node or equivalently m 1 ≥ 2, by the same proof as before the multiplicities will go down, one by one, along the chain of −2 curves in the regular sequence r m 1 until they reach the next black node in the cycle, namely C 02 ∈ Dl(S 2 ). Its multiplicity will then be c 02 = (P 1 + 1)t − Q 1 + 1 and we get that the second tip multiplicity must be
Notice that these formulas hold unchanged even in the case m 1 = 1 or equivalently R 1 = C 02 . Continuing in the same way we will get that
and so on until the cycle closes up and we get back to the first tip a 11 = t which will give us the following linear equation for t, showing in particular that t > 0 :
We can now collect some consequences of this formula and its proof; they show that the results obtained in the simple case generalize to arbitrary intermediate Kato surfaces.
Theorem 4.1. Let S be an intermediate Kato surface with Dloussky sequence (20). Then
Notice that the right hand side of (23) 
with equality if and only if each of the simple components DlS f of DlS is of the form
[s m f r m f ] or [3s k f 2]. In particular, b 2 (B) ≤ b 2 (C
) with equality if and only if each DlS
Proof. Assume first that there is a white root. After a cyclic permutation of the simple components of DlS we can suppose that R 2 1 = −2 -i.e. m 1 ≥ 2. This root will meet the first branch B 1 and the first piece of cycle C 01 + C 11 + · · · + C β 1 1 . As in the simple case the branch multiplicities form a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers, from t up to the root multiplicity, denoted by r[1]. After that, in the cyclic order of the cycle, the multiplicities will go down 1 by 1 along a chain of (−2)-curves until the first black node C 02 of the second simple component DlS 2 and will start to increase up to its root R 2 , see Corollary 3.7.
The situation will go on in the same way but when we reach a black root, call it R l -i.e. m l = 1 and R l = C 0l -a new phenomenon occurs. First of all, its self-intersection number R 2 l = −(k 0l + 2) can be arbitrarily negative; furthermore, setting as usual g 1l := c 1l − c 0l , we easily see by adjunction that the slope g 1l satisfies the initial conditions of Theorem 2.5: g 1l = k 0l (c 0l − 1) − 1 = k 0l a 0l − 1 which is certainly non-negative since a 0l ∈ N. This shows that, when the index is 1, the multiplicity c 0l of a black root C 0l is not a local extremum for the cycle multiplicities.
The conclusion is that the absolute minimum of the cycle multiplicities occurs at a black node C 0i which is not a root while the maximal multiplicity occurs at a white root. In between these two values, the multiplicities are non-decreasing along chains of type C 0f + C 1f + · · · + C β f f +R f and are strictly decreasing as slowly as possible along chains of type R f +C (β f +2)f + · · · + C 0(f +1) ; each of these chains has length (m f − 1) so that some of them maybe empty and this happens precisely when R f is a black root.
This argument shows that the total decrease of the cycle multiplicities is m − N ≥ 0 and has to coincide with the total growth, because the cycle closes up:
Finally, by Theorem 2.5, a 1f + 1 = c 0f for all f = 1, . . . , N so that the total growth along the branches is precisely m.
The result now follows from the simple observation that, because the index is 1, the branch multiplicities form a strictly increasing sequence of integers by Corollary 3.7 (in particular the branch slopes are all ≥ 1) and therefore the number of branch nodes is at most m: b 2 (B) ≤ m.
The 
Applications
Our work is related and motivated by the work of several authors. Let
denote a Dloussky sequence of a Kato surface S with N branches. It determines the directed dual graph of S and conversely two Kato surfaces have the same directed dual graph Γ if and only if their Dloussky sequences differ by a cyclic permutation of simple components DlS f . We will then denote by C Γ the set of Kato surfaces with the same directed dual graph Γ.
The index of a Kato surface only depends on Γ and is invariant by unramified coverings. Some motivations for studying it are the following: first of all by [DO99] , index(S) = 1 is a necessary condition for an intermediate Kato surface S to admit a twisted holomorphic vector field or a twisted anticanonical section. By [AGG99, prop.2] it is also a necessary condition for S to admit bi-Hermitian metrics. Our results then give precise obstructions on Γ for the existence of these holomorphic sections or metric structures.
Although we don't know of any example of bi-Hermitian metrics on intermediate Kato surfaces, it follows from [DO99] that if index(Γ) = 1 then there are S ∈ C Γ with a holomorphic vector field; as well as different S ∈ C Γ with a holomorphic anticanonical section.
We now pass to present applications of our results starting from a relation with a recent work of Dloussky [Dl11] in which the author computes the discriminant k = k(S) of the singularity obtained by contracting to a point the maximal curve D of a Kato surface S. Our first aim is to indicate how k is related to index(S). We start with the following lemma which shows that our multilinear forms P(X 1 , ..., X n ) coincide with the simplest version of Dloussky polynomials, denoted by P {n} (X 1 , ..., X n ) and defined as follows Definition 5.1. [Dl11, p.35 ] Let X 1 , ..., X n denote a set of variables and define the following polynomial
where B ⊆ {0, 1, ..., n} ranges over all possible subsets (including ∅) which can be written as disjoint union of the following building blocks: {n}; {1, 2}; {2, 3}; ...; {n − 1, n}.
Lemma 5.2. For every n ∈ N, the multilinear form P(X 1 , ..., X n ) inductively defined in (13) coincides with the Dloussky polynomial P {n} (X 1 , ..., X n ).
Proof. The first step of induction is easily verified. Then, we write the Dloussky polynomial as sum of monomials containing X n , plus the rest:
′′ , and therefore B ′′ ⊆ {0, 1, ..., n − 1} can be written as disjoint union of {n} \ {n} = ∅; {1, 2}; {2, 3}; ...; {n − 1, n} \ {n} = {n − 1}. We conclude that the rest -i.e. all the monomials without X n -are just P {n−1} (X 1 , ..., X n−1 ) which, by induction equals P(X 1 , ..., X n−1 ). Now we come to monomials containing X n : they are all of the form X n j / ∈B ′ X j where B ′ ⊆ {1, 2, , ..., n − 1} can be written as disjoint union of ∅; {1, 2}; {2, 3}; ...; {n − 2, n − 1}. Notice that there is no singleton in these building blocks. To complete the proof it only remains to show that our inductively defined polynomials f in (12) actually coincide with
∈B ′ X j + 1 otherwise . This can be done by induction. The first step is easily verified; assume by induction that f (X 1 , ..., X k ) = f (X 1 , ..., X k ) for all k < n − 1. To finish the proof, we writef as sum of monomials which contain the variable X n−1 and those which do not.
This corresponds to the following two possibilities for B ′ , we start form the latter one: (i) n − 1 ∈ B ′ in which case {n − 2, n − 1} ⊂ B ′ therefore the building blocks are {1, 2}; ...; {n − 3, n − 4}, by induction their contribution is precisely f (X 1 ..., X n−3 ).
(ii) n−1 / ∈ B ′ and each monomial is of the form X n−1 j / ∈B ′ X j where B ′ ⊆ {0, 1, ..., n−1} is disjoint union of ∅; {1, 2}; {2, 3}; ...; {n − 2, n − 1} which equals X n−1 f (x 1 , ..., X 2 ), again by induction.
The proof is complete because we have shown that f (X 1 , ..., X n−1 ) = X n−1 f (X 1 , ..., X n−2 ) + f (X 1 , ..., X 3 ) ✷ From the above lemma and the results of [Dl11] we immediately get the following In order to effectively compute the relevant exponents in the contracting germ of S we prove:
Lemma 5.4. For every n ∈ N, our multilinear forms (13) satisfy the following identity:
Proof. By the previous result P(X 1 , ..., X n ) = j / ∈B X j with the same B as before. We separate the monomials containing X 1 and write
∈D ′ X j ] and notice that it will always contain the monomial X 1 alone, whether n is even or odd. We see from this that j / ∈D ′ X j = 1 + P(X 2 , ..., X n ) because 1 / ∈ D ′ says that D ′ can be written as disjoint union of {n}, {2, 3}, ..., {n − 1, n}. ✷
We are now ready to explain some relations among our results on index(S), the contracting germ of S and the dimension of the logarithmic moduli space of the pair (S, D) where D ⊂ S is the maximal curve.
By the work of Dloussky [Dl84] the complex structure of a Kato surface S is completely determined by a contracting polynomial germ of C 2 which can be put in the following normal form [Fa00] 
where
The germ is said to be in pure normal form when the coefficient c = 0, this condition is automatically satisfied if index(S) > 1 [OT08] .
It is shown in [OT08] how the contracting germ determines the Dloussky sequence DlS [OT08, sect. 6] and this is used there to describe the logarithmic moduli space of the pair (S, D) because varying the coefficients (λ, c j+1 , . . . , c s , c) corresponds to changing the complex structure of S, leaving the maximal curve D fixed. When DlS = [s k 0 . . . s k (p−1) r m ] is simple, every exponent between j and s appears in the contracting germ and therefore the number of non-zero coefficients is s − j + 1 = m in the pure case, and is m + 1 otherwise. Moreover, we can now show We know that k = P(k 0 , ..., k p−1 )+1 therefore, by lemma 5.4, we get j = P(k 1 , ..., k p−1 )+1 and
Finally, we check g. Hence we finally get h 1 (Θ S (− log D)) = 2b + δ − (2b − m) = m + δ. It remains to consider the case where D contains a singular irreducible curve D. In this case the unique "cycle" on S is irreducible and is identified with a rational curve, say D 1 , with a single rational double point; it has a unique branch consisting of smooth irreducible components with self-intersection number −2; its Dloussky (simple) sequence is given by [s b−1 , r 1 ].
Let u :S → S be the unique unramified double covering. Since S is an intermediate Kato surface, any irreducible components of the maximal curveD onS is a smooth rational curve. Now by the Riemann-Roch theorem the alternating sum χ(S, Θ S (− log D)) := 2 i=0 (−1) i h i (S, Θ S (−logD)) is given by the Todd characteristic T (S, Θ S (− log D)) of the pair (S, Θ S (− log D)) and the same is true for χ(S, ΘS(− logD)). Since u is unramified, we have ΘS(− logD)) ∼ = u * Θ S (− log D)) and hence T (S, ΘS(− log D)) = 2u * T (S, Θ S (− log D)). Thus we get χ(S, ΘS(− logD)) = 2χ(S, Θ S (− log D)). Taking into account of the vanishing of h 2 -terms on both sides as noted above, we get h 1 (S, ΘS(− logD)) −δ = 2(h 1 (S, Θ S (−logD)) − δ) withδ denoting δ onS. On the other hand, u −1 (D 1 ) is a cycle of two rational curvesD 1s , s = 1, 2, with selfintersection number (D 1s ) 2 = D Remark 5.9. The fact that the dimension of the logarithmic moduli space equals the total length of the regular sequences is geometrically explained as follows. In the correspondence between the blowing-up sequence and the Dloussky sequence each entry of singular sequence corresponds to the blowing up with center one of the nodes of the previously produced exceptional curves and hence has no moduli, while for the entry of regular sequence the blowing up occurs on the general points and hence each contributes to one dimensional moduli. △
We can now compute the dimension of the tangent space H 1 (S, Θ S (−D)) of the Kuranishi family of deformations of S which are trivial along the maximal curve D. It easily follows form this and from the previous proposition that the Kuranishi family is unobstructed with dim H 1 (S, Θ S (−D)) = b + m whenever the following map is isomorphic: H 0 (S, Θ S (−D)) → H 0 (S, Θ S (− log D)). The only other possibility is that S has a holomorphic vector field, automatically tangent to D along D, which does not vanish identically on D. In this case we have to subtract ǫ = 1 dimensions and notice that index(S) = 1. Finally, it is shown in [DO99] that a holomorphic vector field θ vanishes exactly on the divisor D θ := −K − D. Therefore θ is not identically zero on the maximal curve D if and only if 1 is the minimal multiplicity of −K. But we have already shown that the absolute minimum for the multiplicities of a surface of index 1 occurs at some of its tips. ✷
